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For over 35 years, Shephard Media has been providing high-quality business
intelligence to the aerospace, defence, maritime security and military training
markets, through a combination of magazines, online news services and handbooks.
Particularly well known within the rotorcraft, unmanned vehicles, C4ISR, military
logistics, land warfare and maritime security markets, Shephard Media is poised to
expand into new sectors and provide new offerings to ensure that we best serve our
global markets as a leading supplier of business intelligence.
Shephard is proud to be part of the aerospace and defence community for over 35
years. Our goal is to continue building on the trust that so many people have placed
in our products.

21AAR was founded in June 2011 by Miguel
Miranda.
Since geopolitics and the international arms
trade spans regions and societies 21AAR’s
focus is not always confined to its core subject
matter.
This is because the critical details underpinning
the shape and form of hard power exercised by
modern states are often elusive and
ambiguous. Uncovering these details requires
keen instincts and a historical perspective.
With evolution as its driving force advanced
weapons and modern governments are
transforming in unexpected and fascinating
ways. 21AAR tries to makes sense of this
process and embraces the dramatic sweep of
history with excellent content.
https://21stcenturyasianarmsrace.com

AllSecurityEvents.com is the new source of
information
for
Security
Conferences,
Exhibitions, Seminars, Webinars, Networking
and Charity Events… globally.
It enables event organisers and professional
bodies to plan their activities to avoid clashes
and maximise attendance by promoting them to
the widest possible audience.
Security Professionals can plan their time better
and attend events of interest to them without
being presented with the dilemma of choosing
which of three events to attend on any given
day.
In the UK, we support the work of The Security
Commonwealth whose 40 plus member
organisations are listing their events on the site.
We are working with several partners to both
promote visitors to the site and event listings
and to distribute our Events Newsletter

working in Asian
organisations.

Since 1976, Armada International has been
publishing original, objective information about
defence technologies and procurement
programmes for decision makers and in
influencers in militaries, governments, and
industry around the world.
Armada International’s journalists are unrivalled
in their expertise and their ability to write clearly
and concisely.
In addition to the main issue, which offers
subscribers the latest in-depth defence
procurement
analysis,
each
bi-monthly
magazine includes at least one additional indepth supplement on a specific niche defence
technology area or sector. These supplements
are distributed at all major global trade
exhibitions throughout the year, providing
unparalleled longevity and visibility to the
relevant topics.
Its dedication to in-depth and authoritative
analysis has made Armada International a
trusted and authoritative source for impartial
defence analysis around the world.
Advertising in Armada International will bring
your products and services to the attention of
military and defence planners around the world
and help to open new markets.
For advertising opportunities, please refer to
the last page of this media kit

The only audited defence Magazine in AsiaPacific.
The Asian Military Review (AMR) is an ABC
audited publication that is read and discussed
by the key decision makers and advisors to
militaries across the Asia-Pacific.
Since 1993, AMR has become widely
recognised as an authoritative provider of
unbiased and objective information to its global
readership comprising the military, government,
industry and academia.

military
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AMR’s network of experienced defence
journalists and military writers, provide content
that gives insights and analyses not found in
other defence titles.
AMR reaches more than 180,000 military
professionals, via over 21,000 copies every
issue, in the region with information that allows
them to track and understand defence
developments worldwide.
If you are interested in defence issues in the
Asia-Pacific, then the Asian Military Review is
your magazine
www.asianmilitaryreview.com

Copybook is a global business network
enabling companies to trade and connect in
order to facilitate and increase business
transactions worldwide.
Now covering all industries, Copybook is a
leading platform of communication between
buyers and sellers of all products and services.
We integrate with thousands of trade shows
worldwide, allowing you to arrange real
meetings at live events and we are proud to
announce that last year we were able to help
customers generate new business amounting
to $2 billion in new revenue. Why not add your
company for FREE and join the thousands of
organisations that are already benefiting from
our service? www.copybook.com

In the realm of defence, where innovation is
rapid, defence industries stands adept at
conceptualizing unique ideas relevant to the
B2B space.
With services like search engine optimization,
social media marketing, e-mail marketing,
banner advertising and event marketing within
our platform, http://www.defenceindustries.com has created a recognition that
spans over a global audience, thereby
revolutionizing how businesses transact.
http://www.defence-industries.com

AMR's editorial content includes capability
analysis, special reports and relevant news
coverage from the region, making AMR the
preferred professional journal for of those

defence

Defence-Suppliers.com provides a unique
platform to present your latest equipment and
systems to the world's defence and security
industry.
We are a key information resource for MODs,
DODs, decision makers, governments, prime
contractors, service chiefs, defence ministers,
police forces and system integrators.
Delivering a comprehensive breakdown of
products and services from leading industry
contractors, with up-to-date news and press
releases when developments occur. With links
to all the major industry events, the portal
provides an opportunity for visitors to develop
international relationships and generate new
business opportunities.

Inderscience
is
a
dynamic,
leading,
independent journal publisher. The company
disseminates the latest research across the
broad fields of science, engineering and
technology; management, public and business
administration;
environment,
ecological
economics and sustainable development;
computing, ICT and internet/web services, and
related areas.
Inderscience offers over 35 years' experience
in publishing and has succeeded in building a
substantial collection approaching 400 highquality peer-reviewed international research
journals in both online and print formats. We
offer a variety of ways to keep up-to-date with
the latest published leading-edge research
while our online collection represents a fullysearchable digital archive of around 60,000
articles.
http://www.inderscience.com/info/ingeneral/ab
out.php

“Epicos is a global, multifaceted portal providing
Aerospace and Defense industries around the
world with business intelligence and active
support to access opportunities on international
procurements, industrial cooperation and
offsets.
Epicos has carried out extensive industry
analysis and mapping of capabilities of A&D
Industries and offers this knowledge to its
members helping them to identify business
opportunities and to build strategic alliances.
Additionally, Epicos supports the global A&D
industry through a wide range of on-line
services and products including but not limited
to: a large online procurement database, an
updated Business Directory, an e-library with
extensive information regarding procurement
and offsets processes systems and an up to the
minute news database”.
www.epicos.com

International Journal of
Intelligent
Defence
Support Systems
(IJIDSS) proposes and
fosters discussion on
the development of
novel
computational
intelligence techniques
and their application to
support systems used
by defence personnel.
The scope of application covers strategic,
tactical and operational decision-making across
the entire defence sector, covering areas such
as intelligence gathering and analysis,
capability assessment, tactics modelling and
evaluation and logistics management as well as
military systems integration and both semiautonomous and autonomous systems.
www.inderscience.com/ijidss

MarketAnalysis.com is a publication of Market
Research Media. Market Research Media Ltd,
a leading market research firm, provides
comprehensive market research reports and
forecasts to assist governmental and corporate
decision makers understand the dynamics of
world’s technology markets.
Fortune 500 companies, US Congress and EU
government bodies rely on our strategic
insights.
https://www.marketanalysis.com

Military Systems & Technology is a new web
portal designed for the International Defence &
Aerospace Industry. It is a source of daily
information for Manufacturers, OEM’S, System
Integrators and Contractors. We even have
Government & Military Readers. The portal
encompasses all aspects of Military equipment,
technology, design and services.
We provide a comprehensive breakdown of
products and services from leading industry
contractors, with up-to-date news and press
releases when exciting developments occur.
The Site provides links to the most important
Defence related organisations, Events and
Governing Bodies in the world.
There are already a number of Web based
Defence Directories. How we aim to stand out
is of course a challenge. We do this by adopting
the very best services one can offer via the
Internet whilst offered at rates the publishing
world is not necessarily used to. It is our core
principle to retain clients and act as long term
media agents.
http://www.militarysystems-tech.com/
NAVAL FORCES International Forum for
Maritime Power, was founded in 1980 and has
since developed into the world´s only truly
international and independent journal on
modern defence at sea.
It is the world's leading international bi-monthly
periodical specialising in matters concerning

Soldier Modernisation (SoldierMod.Com) is an
authoritative policy and technology publication
for the international defence community,
serving the integrated equipment needs of the
dismounted soldier and marine in operations
today and the fielding of Soldier Modernisation
Programmes over the next few years.
SoldierMod.Com is designed to provide insights
into how decision makers plan to transform
operations in the areas of survivability,
sustainability, C4I, lethality and mobility;
managing the balance between the promise of
‘leap-ahead technology balance and mature
cost effective solutions.
SoldierMod.Com is a co-operative project
involving key government and industry
organizations,
alliances
and
forums.
SoldierMod is distributed in many formats,
which include a 60+ page journal - 10,000
copies, eBook and website. SoldierMod.Com

